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Good evening everyone,
It was brought to my attention that there is a concern about me trying to gain access to defenderData. To
clarify, the defenderData region I was trying to gain access to was not the PROD region. I was trying to gain access
to the TEST region which contains garbage data. Test and training regions are excellent resources for someone to
learn about the system, the lingo used, and to verify/confirm coding changes prior to production implementation
without having the need to ever seeing production data.
Rest assured that I am very much aware of the sensitivity surrounding the defender community’s data. I do
not wish, nor desire, to gain access to production region and risk the attorney-client privilege that you protect. I
hope this clarification alleviate any concerns that you may have had concerning my desire to gain access to
defenderData’s production region.
If you have any questions or further concerns, please feel free to call me. As always, I am looking forward to
working with you!

Thank you!
Ana-Marie
________________________________________________________________________________________
Ana-Marie R. Pauly, PMP, CLSSGB
Chief, Defender IT Support Division | Case Management Systems Office | Department of Program Services
Office: 202-502-3173 | Cell: 202-650-4604 | email: ana-marie_pauly@ao.uscourts.gov
Thurgood Marshall Federal Judiciary Bldg, 1 Columbus Circle, NE Suite 4-303, Washington, DC 20544
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Brian
I am unable to access the defenderData test site. I believe I need access to the fd.org network in order for me to access
dData's test regions.

Thank you
________________________________________________________________________________________
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